SUPERVISORS VOTE 9-0 TO CLOSE Gay Bar

Monday, April 13th will be a day which could be very bad for nine members of the Board of Supervisors, or for Gay people, if the vote of the Board of Supes, to close the second oldest Gay bar south of Market Street, is allowed to stand. The Watering Hole at 6th & Folsom Street, will be forced to close down and forced to sell their property to the City by right of eminent domain, to build a park for children and families of the area. Other businesses which will be immediately forced out will be new wave arts group, a casket company, all which employ at least 42 workers. The City is spending over a million dollars for the site and park, and this, at a time the City cries that it doesn't have funds for health services or social services. The Watering Hole, formerly called the Roundup, and before that, the Gas Station, is the second longest running gay bar south of Market, right behind a bar at 11th and Folsom Street.

...continued page 2.

NEW MEXICAN RESTAURANT

PATIO MEXICANO
2128 Market Street

(Located on Market Street, between Alfie's and Church St.)

Try Our Delicious FLAUTAS, covered with sour cream and guacamole.
CREAME CHICKEN ENCHILADAS, with sour cream and melted cheese.
TOSTADAS - CHEESE ENCHILADAS
Combination Plates.
TAMALES - CHILES Rellenos
TACOS - BURRITOS - BEANS & RICE
And try Yolonda's Mexican Pastry and Flan.
Mexican Beer - Homemade Margaritas.

HOURS: 11:30am
Weekdays - til 11pm
Friday & Saturday
11:30am - 2 am
Sunday 2pm - 10pm

Muchas Gracias Y Vuelvan Pronto
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

But there is another aspect to this which the Board of Supervisors has refused to look at, or at least not to look at yet. Now, there is a plan to have a new school for children, with it's close proximity to two "gay bars," and a "gay bath house." Some people, as well as to three places with "adult book store" permits, the Folsom Street Fair, and the Film Festival (right across the street) and the Trading Post, could well cause their closing under the current porno ordinance, which has been declared unconstitutional by the U.S. Supreme Court. The Board of Supervisors has refused to look at right now, and there is no need for this park, EXCEPT, to get rid of the various "adult" businesses in the area.

The pastor of St. Joseph's RC Church on Howard singing, as there are so few children in the area, which is a claim by Supervisor Doris Ward and Louise Renne who wanted the park so urgently. Also, the senior citizen groups at Portsmouth Square and the Gay Pride Club is opposing the park.

The Board budget analyst also opposed the park, as describing the locale as "frequented by electronics, prostitutes (female of course) and drug dealers," because of the nature of the local business. He said the traditional park to serve families would not appear feasible. Supervisor Nelder's father, Police Commissioner Al Nelder, who grew up in the area, wanted the Building. But he did filibuster against it. But Supervisor QUENTIN KOPP opposed the need for this park, EXCEPT, to get rid of the various "adult" businesses in the area.

Now, the area has the Bessie Carmichael Primary School, and when the Ordinance went into effect the businesses already in operation, were "grandfathered," in other words, not affected. But, now with a new BPA, the militant anti-gay groups have said "no" to all the "adult" businesses in the area, saying they affect his friends at the Jaguar Bookstore. And "adult" businesses in the area. There is the Bessie Carmichael Primary School, the Jaguar Bookstore, the Film Festival (right across the street), and the Trading Post, could well cause their closing under the current porno ordinance, which has been declared unconstitutional by the U.S. Supreme Court.

The Board of Supervisors has refused to look at right now, and there is no need for this park, EXCEPT, to get rid of the various "adult" businesses in the area.

Harry Britt was "absent" of course, as it wasn't affecting his friends at the Jaguar Bookstore. But Supervisor QUENTIN KOPP opposed the closing, but had to abstain from voting as he represents the Cayetan City and the owner of the building. The Board budget analyst also opposed the park, as describing the locale as "frequented by electronics, prostitutes (female of course) and drug dealers," because of the nature of the local business. He said the traditional park to serve families would not appear feasible. Supervisor Nelder's father, Police Commissioner Al Nelder, who grew up in the area, wanted the park built also. The BCA's also did not want the park, seeing as how there is a park a block away, on Polk near 27th and mini-park, as well as the Bessi

Carnichal school itself. There obviously was no need for this park, EXCEPT, to get rid of the various "adult" businesses in the area. Voting FOR THE PARK AND AGAINST GAYS were: Supervisor ... LEE DOLSON PLYMOUTH WARD NANCY WALKER CAROL RUTH SILVER LOUISE REINES JOHN MOLNARI RAYmond POWERS WILLIE KENNEDY WEINDY KELDORF

The need for this park, EXCEPT, to get rid of the various "adult" businesses in the area.

The Park is now in a two-block area on Polk and Broadway, because it was found to be Constitutional by the U.S. Supreme Court. The Board of Supervisors has refused to look at right now, and there is no need for this park, EXCEPT, to get rid of the various "adult" businesses in the area.
People's Anti-War Mobilization

330 ELLIS STREET, Rm. 507 (Glide Foundation Bldg.)
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109

Organization: __________________________
City: __________________________
State: __________________________
Zip: __________________________

Phone: __________________________

I would like to organize for May 3 in my area.

I enclose a donation of $_________ to help fund the May 3 mobilization.

[ ] Money for jobs, human needs, not for the Pentagon
[ ] End racist violence and repression
[ ] End sexism and lesbian and gay oppression

Money for Jobs, Human Needs, Not for the Pentagon
End Racism, Repression, and All Forms of Bigotry

Stop the Draft

The war preparations by the Reagan administration and the military-industrial complex pose the gravest danger to the people of the United States and the entire world. In particular, Reagan and Haig are bent on provoking a Vietnam-type war in El Salvador.

The time to organize is now! JOIN US!

SUNDAY
MAY 3

People's Anti-War Mobilization

- U.S. hands off El Salvador
- Stop U.S. aid to racist South African regime
- Money for jobs, human needs, not for the Pentagon
- End racist violence and repression
- End sexism and lesbian and gay oppression

Join the tens of thousands of people who want to demonstrate their outrage at the dangerous course toward war and increased human suffering planned by Reagan for millions. Protest the anti-people, racist budget cuts, which are a direct result of the bloated $190 billion Pentagon war budget.

Be there at 10 AM, Sunday, May 3rd. For further information contact P.A.M. at (415) New OFFICE Phone 775-1645

End Racism, Repression, and All Forms of Bigotry

Jobs, Human Needs,
Money for
Not for the Pentagon
End Racism,
All Forms of Bigotry
Stop the Draft

Dr. Eugene Feist, chief of staff to U.S. Senator S.I. Hayakawa, makes a presentation to B.J. Beckwith, of a rare book, this after Beckwith was named to the Republican Central Com.

Lenore Castille, SF personality and fan and champion of the famed trial lawyer after out of his many courtroom victories. She used to attend his jury trials.

The "Texas terror" B.J. Beckwith (far right) is shown in a courtroom scene regarding Pacific Telephone in 1969 with SSL president Larry Littlejohn and David Clayton (center). This decision allowed a homosexual organization to have a listing in the telephone book as such. This was but the first of many B.J. Beckwith victories over Pacific Telephone.
PERSONAL OPINION:

Editor; perpetual indulgence" had invaded church grounds to demand that the Church treat them as "human beings," and called "Gay press."

Now even more recently, the Gay Chorus is suing that very same Catholic Church for having canceled their concert. Is it any wonder that this happened?

Is that not double stands at all?

Are you going to let them turn themselves in...they don't have to enforce their morals on us, to hold forth.

The ALTERENA PLAYHOUSE in Alameda, is presenting an extremely fine production of "A CHORUS LINE," The Award winning musical conceived, choreographed and directed by MICHAEL BENNETT with book by James A. DeMiguel, and music by Marvin Hamlisch. In association with PreT Productions, opening WEDNESDAY, MAY 5th... for a LIMITED ENGAGEMENT in the CASS_ACT THEATRE. "Don't Miss It!" - CARL DRIVER.

THEATRE * CABARET * BALLET * VAUDEVILLE

The Best SUNDAY BRUNCH in Town is even Better for EASTER. Join us at the Castle Grand Brasserie For our very special Easter Brunch 11am -2:30pm 1600 Folsom at 12th Street San Francisco Full Bar

NOT FOR WEAK STOMACHS

August Moon Productions, a new group, is opening "Fat's In The Fire," (call 864-3061 for info) at Bldg. "F", For Mason. Yet two of the three most enjoyable shows I've seen in the past fortnight, have been, unabashedly, "Little Theatre." THE ALTERNATE PLAYHOUSE in Alameda, is presenting an extremely fine production of "A CHORUS LINE," The Award winning musical conceived, choreographed and directed by MICHAEL BENNETT with book by James A. DeMiguel, and music by Marvin Hamlisch. In association with PreT Productions, opening WEDNESDAY, MAY 5th... for a LIMITED ENGAGEMENT in the CASS ACT THEATRE. "Don't Miss It!" - CARL DRIVER.

The second offering, "Kitchen Duty," is an amusingly inconsequential play, with satiric tones this time, tossed at the closet-queens, love affairs, backroom sex, and half a dozen other themes. "A "slave" who first does, then doesn't, then does... etc., want to be ordered around, and unashamedly "Little theatre." THE ALTERNATE PLAYHOUSE in Alameda, is presenting an extremely fine production of "A CHORUS LINE," The Award winning musical conceived, choreographed and directed by MICHAEL BENNETT with book by James A. DeMiguel, and music by Marvin Hamlisch. In association with PreT Productions, opening WEDNESDAY, MAY 5th... for a LIMITED ENGAGEMENT in the CASS ACT THEATRE. "Don't Miss It!" - CARL DRIVER.

Panoramic Gay should be able to offer detailed coverage of the series of the "sane"...and their own, as well as the "sane" community. How about you?? Are you going to let them turn themselves against us??

JOE WILLET

A 30 YEAR OLD NATIVE GAYMAN!
BAYFIVER...not the kind that
gives you the mirthes, but the kind
that gives you great happiness and joy
...with real country music.
HAYFIVER is currently playing here and there,
but will be back at LE DISQUE sometime in the
near future. Look for a new band at the DEVIL'S HILL
...they are hot and tight and a notch above
some of the bands currently at the DEVIL'S HILL.
HAYFIVER...catch it and you'll love it...country style, oh ya!

LARRY GATLIN and the GATLIN BROTHERS band will be
at the Concord Pavilion on Saturday
May 2 at 8 PM. Price of admission is $9.50 for reserved seats
and $7 for general admission, on the lawn is $5.50...you will enjoy yourself
with Larry and his brothers, state of the art Opie Oke Opie.

BLUEGRASS NIGHT with Square Dancer
teacher and on duty is the day (night)
at the TOWN HOUSE, 5862 Doyle Street
in El Ranzo on Tuesdays.
If you are going to the Rose way, stop in at
the EL RANCHO TROPICAN for this place
has been having a heavy duty country band lately.
Give 'em a call at 495-4655.

DON WILLIAMS, son of the Grand Opie Opie
and a man who has many hits all over the
best on radio's list, is the best friend.
To many, many others, will be
at the FRESNO THEATRE on Saturday.
May 23, at 7:30 PM....tickets are $9.50 for reserved seats
and $7 for general admission, with
KNEW radio. On Friday before this
will be in the town, stopping by for a
DON WILLIAMS, don't miss him, for you'll
be so glad you did.

The BANDS will be back at the LE DISQUE on Sunday.
April 27th at 5 PM. Any Price of admission
is $9.50 for reserved seats and $7 for general admission.

THE GOLDEN GATE OUTLAWS are back on board at the TOWN HOUSE on Monday night, at 4 PM.
For these boys are back at it again.
You will have to give these boys a listen, for
they are something else.

OK yes, dance classes are still being held at the
TOWN HOUSE, on Sunday nights from
7 PM to 9 PM. No cost and dates and times.
But I don't know if they are
dancing in the music of those
closer fans of you out there. Call 'em!!!!

CARL REIGN review.

The HIGH COUNTRY SINGERS, a real super bluegrass
band plays on acoustic at Beach's Balboa. They are a must
to see and hear. Best in the Bay Area.

...and you cut
"Who? Me?"

Hi there, guys... here we go again! The Mockingbird is happy as ever! A V' is off to a good and fluid sea

But on to gossip, facts, rumors and camp.

At the right here is an old pic of Supervisor Richard Hongisto, son. Love that "billyball!"

At the Hotel Utah snout of Market too. Excellent & fun.

The handsome man above is doing the beautiful new movie on Turk Street... no names, but is has most interested in closing a certain bar

Thank you Dennis for the dinner.

SHANNON STEELE now was with me at the conference, but I think he was freaked out over some of the politics there. What
could a kid (22??) from Florida expect????

RIPPER the reality: "balletanous"!

To a shame that BEN V couldn'tIEEE well enough a

Understood that the health and ABC are now interested in closing a certain bar

The handsome man above is doing the beautiful new movie on Turk Street... no names, but is has most interested in closing a certain bar

Thank you Dennis for the dinner.

SHANNON STEELE now was with me at the conference, but I think he was freaked out over some of the politics there. What
could a kid (22??) from Florida expect????

RIPPER the reality: "balletanous"!

To a shame that BEN V couldn'tIEEE well enough a
Beautiful, muscled wild animals

FRENCH STALLIONS
...a very rare breed of Man
also starring

Jacques Brut
Conrad Francois

Directed by Jean-Paul Andre
X-RATED COLOR ALL MALE CAST

San Francisco's Finest All Male Cinema

LIVE
ALL MALE SHOWS DAILY

$4.00 admission until 1 pm
membership required

Rene Philippe in

Come join us for COCKTAILS
...just the way you like them

starring
David King
& Victor Houston
also starring Dandy La Flippa
Bob Bleeker & Greg Christopher
Tom Perry & Marc Houdson
X-Rated Color All Male Cast

Screening Room Theatre
220 Jones St., 673-3384
Open Daily 10 am
If you are paying six dollars or more a bottle for the best known aroma products, try the new HEAD and start getting your money's worth. HEAD challenges any and all of them to match or beat us for strength, purity or quality. And we're quite sure it is a challenge they won't accept. We are very proud of our product. Simply call us at 800-227-1617; ask for special extension 318. We'll pay for the call. Just give us your VISA or MASTER CARD number, expiration date and, or course, your address. We'll send it out the same day on a three for one deal and pay the shipping.

This offer can't last forever. Eventually you will be going to your favorite store, demanding HEAD and paying what everyone else does for it (so we can stay in business). We can't give a product as great as HEAD away indefinitely.

But right now take advantage of us while we're young and vulnerable.

**INTRODUCING THE TEN DOLLAR AROMA**

We'll PAY YOU TO TRY IT!

If you are paying six dollars or more a bottle for the best known aroma products, try the new HEAD and start getting your money's worth. HEAD challenges any and all of them to match or beat us for strength, purity or quality. And we're quite sure it is a challenge they won't accept. We are very proud of our product.

So proud we will guarantee your satisfaction or give you your money back, no questions asked. And we are sure you will continue to use it that we are offering it to you for only $10. But right now take advantage of us while we're young and vulnerable.

**Shrink**
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PIERRE has nothing for RANDY at the POLK GULF CINEMA. Go to the old Downtown West used to be. "Good, I'll be good," says the man. "Well, no, you don't know me. RANDY has been subbing for RANDY J at the POLK GULF CINEMA. Hurry back RANDY J."

PIERRE has nothing for RANDY at the POLK GULF CINEMA. Go to the old Downtown West used to be. "Good, I'll be good," says the man. "Well, no, you don't know me. RANDY has been subbing for RANDY J at the POLK GULF CINEMA. Hurry back RANDY J."

The porno panic will not be filmed for awhile....maybe they will be filming there. And still be 66???????????

The tragic death of CLIFF of the Penis....

The SF EAGLE is open and fluttering along. ...go back home for themselves called LE NEST on middle parking lot....oh honey, do I draw MEN!!!!!!!!

FRED HALSTED is back at the ARENA and he does enjoy being back.....despite what you read in that very aged queen's station yet.......? A most cute and delish sandwich shop...and not just our own interests.

NO PARKS IN THE TENDERLOIN.....Look at Wino taxpayers bucks ivanted or accepted...urilike some other? A most cute and delish sandwich shop...and not just our own interests.

The Mother's Day luncheon by the OLD STATION yet.......? A most cute and delish sandwich shop...and not just our own interests.

Defend Atlanta's Communities & Rights: No El Salvadoran!! MARGO!!
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Defend Atlanta's Communities & Rights: No El Salvadoran!! MARGO!!
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DEPICTED ABOVE SIX OF THE EIGHT PIECES
THESE PIECES USE AND ARE USED IN
FRED HALSTED'S NEW FILM
"PIECES OF EIGHT"
A FULL LENGTH, FULLY DEPRAVED, FLECK
NOW PLAYING WITH "L.A. PLAYS ITSELF"
AT THE
NOB HILL CINEMA 1729 BUSH ST 781-9468